prints, drawings and photographs in the gallery, Lomex’s Instagram account also documents people showing off their Gigerinspired tattoos, tributes and costumes.
John Vincler, ‘What to See in N.Y.C. Galleries Right Now: Julia Rommel,’ The New York Times,
Giger
(1940-2014)
was a Swiss artist who used airbrush techniques to create “biomechanical” figures that merged humans
February
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with machines and imagined a future in creepily gothic terms. His contributions reached a high point in his designs for films
like “Alien 3” (1992) and Alejandro Jodorowsky’s unrealized version of “Dune.” However, in true Swiss fashion, Giger was also
https://www.nytimes.com/article/new-york-art-galleries.html
obsessed with wristwatches
— a merger of body and mechanized time — and these appear frequently in the show, like in a
purple aluminum and bronze “Female Torso (1994) that is actually a design for a Swatch watch.
Giger’s aesthetic is the touchstone for a variety of communities. The opening for “HRGNYC,” for instance, brought together
What
to See in N.Y.C. Galleries Right Now
members of the band Slayer as well as Comic Con devotees. Much like Tom of Finland’s over-the-top fantasy depictions of gay
men cruising, Giger’s salacious drawings lean toward kitsch — but kitsch that’s become culturally relevant in these dystopian
times. For most of the attendees here, it’s a not-so-guilty pleasure. I’m more of a recent, if reluctant convert. MARTHA
SCHWENDENER
Feb.
16, 2022, 4:23 p.m. ET

Want to see new art this weekend? Start in Union Square with the underground legend Agosto Machado’s collection of preStonewall artifacts. Then head to TriBeCa for H.R. Giger’s dark sculptural depictions of erotic aliens. And don’t miss Julia
LOWER EAST SIDE
Rommel’s geometric abstractions or Louisa Matthiasdottir’s color-block paintings.

Julia Rommel

Newly Reviewed

Through March 5. Bureau, 178 Norfolk Street, Manhattan; 212-227-2783, bureau-inc.com.

UNION SQUARE

Agosto Machado
Through Feb. 27. Gordon Robichaux, 41 Union Square West (enter at 22 East 17th Street), Manhattan, 646-678-5532, gordonrobichaux.com.

A view of Julia Rommel’s exhibition “Uncle” at Bureau. From left, “Life Boat,”
“Forgiveness,” “Red Nude” and “Go Fish,” all from 2021. Dario Lasagni

When I saw my first Julia Rommel exhibition at Bureau in 2019, I was taken with the anarchic joy of the New York-based
artist’s geometric abstractions, a mode that usually leaves me cold in its perfecting rigor. Unlike the pristine quality of
Ellsworth Kelly or Carmen Herrera,
Rommel’s
rough-hewed.
Constellations
of staples
dot some of her surfaces
Jack Smith’s
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(Props and are
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paint. Still, her judicious use of
shape and vibrant eye for color keep up the family resemblance to the tradition.
The title of her exhibition, “Uncle,” may refer to a family relation or to the exclamation a kid might yell to another as an arm is
This terrific show, a solo wrapped into a group exhibition, is multidimensional in every sense. It’s a time capsule of a golden
being bent in the wrong direction. Rommel’s signature technique is to fold her surfaces as she works, distressing her cloth
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anfor
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find minute details,
abstract expressionist flourishes of color in the space of less than a square inch in an otherwise colorblocked composition. Her work has evolved to include monochromatic sequences of vertical rectangles divided by precise,
New York City-born, of Chinese-Spanish-Filipino descent, Agosto Machado hung out at the Warhol Factory in the 1960s, was
decisive folds, painted in either languidly expressive broad brush strokes, as in the magma of “Red Nude,” or shown in
in the streets for Stonewall, and present when La MaMa opened its doors. He participated in productions by theater
pristine compositions, as in the deep green of “New Grip.” A pleasurable ease radiates off these paintings, happily obliterating
immortals like Charles Ludlum and Ethyl Eichelberger; posed for Peter Hujar; and collaborated with Stephen Varble and
how difficult this is to pull off. JOHN VINCLER
with the Cockettes.

All the while, he collected souvenirs of the people he knew (Jack Smith’s stage props; Candy Darling’s shoes) and work by
generations of downtown artists, among them Thomas Lanigan-Schmidt, Arch Connelly, Caroline Goe, Gilda Pervin, Tabboo!
and Martin Wong. Many colleagues and friends were taken out by AIDS. The highlights of the show, titled “The Forbidden
City,” are shrines to them, created from snapshots, news clips, personal relics and prayer cards.

